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Abstract

Work psychology focuses on how people think and behave at work by applying 
psychological concepts and methods to reflect on work, the workplace and the 
workforce. Its relevance has increased and changed in the light of globalization, as 
well as the dematerialization and mobilization of the workplace and the develop-
ment of new sectors, services and media. Moreover, the use of social and new 
media for the dissemination of knowledge regarding recent changes in employ-
ment trends and procedures have led to an open and democratizing shift in power 
of and over workplace discourse, allowing hitherto marginalized professional fig-
ures to voice their needs and experience to objective peers and advisors. This open-
ing and sharing of discourse within a perpetually connected worldwide community 
has raised questions about where a workplace’s boundaries lie and the contexts in 
which a worker may be considered an employee or an individual communicating 
online in and out of the office. The present preliminary study therefore analyzes a 
significant and adaptable online genre, i.e. work psychology blogs, to observe and 
consider how experts on workplace mentality apply rhetorical devices and discur-
sive and linguistic strategies to inform, encourage and influence the perception of 
employees within online discourse communities.

Keywords: blogs, discourse community, globalization and transnationalism, lan-
guage and social media, workplace discourse, work psychology. 

1. Introduction: a working definition of work psychology

The present study focuses on work psychology and the popularizing dis-
semination of its most recent and practical ideas in blogs, where work 
psychology specialists present themselves and their field of work and seek 
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to help employers and employees. Today’s connected and dematerialized 
worldwide community has raised questions about the workplace’s bounda-
ries and the worker’s role. The former has become less material and is 
defined to better accommodate the increased mobility of work and work-
ing thanks to practices like workshifting, working from home and shared 
workspaces: it is increasingly common to hear and read of ‘work spaces’ 
instead of ‘workplaces’ where professional duties and tasks are executed 
in common areas, public places or even on means of transportation rather 
than a traditional office or established location. This expansion of profes-
sional activity and work activities has had great impact on organizational 
training and development programs (Derks and Bakker 2013, 1). These 
developments have been both the object of study and the result of work 
psychology: its main aim in fact is to inquire into how people think and 
behave at work by applying psychological concepts and methods to reflect 
on work activity, the workplace and the workforce, thus identifying prob-
lems and solutions. The ongoing development of the field is attested by 
the fact that its name has changed in accordance with developments in 
the conception of work and working subjects. It has gone from being 
centered on the traditional idea of workplace, with terms like ‘industrial 
psychology’ and ‘industrial and organizational psychology’, to becoming 
more people-oriented, as implied in expressions like ‘occupational psy-
chology’ and ‘business psychology’ whose intent is not only to optimize 
work efficiency, but also to improve life, behavior and experience at work. 
Moreover, work psychology involves all of the phases, necessities and 
operations that are related to work in general and its institutional and 
interactional order.

The role of the worker has also changed and become increasingly 
dematerialized in time: professional activities take place between people 
who are physically very distant and even located in different time zones. 
Not only do more and more professionals provide immaterial services and 
products, but they have also become sought after as proactive “knowledge 
workers” (McInerney 1999), whose value consists in their competitive 
spirit of initiative, as well as their personal and intellectual conception and 
elaboration of information, rather than mere execution, of orders. This 
information is in turn seen as an important resource that may be dissemi-
nated and further developed within the workplace or even the professional 
discourse community, often by means of online communication. The pos-
sibility to work outside of the office has also led people to bring their 
work, with its rewards and problems, to their homes and their free time. 
Hence the need of work psychologists to consider the mutual influence 
of people’s professional and private lives. As a result, research in and on 
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work psychology involves numerous sub-audiences and identities in various 
professional positions (managers, representatives, employees, candidates) 
which are considered both as individuals and as subjects working within 
organizations and with other subjects (colleagues, teams, opposite num-
bers, hierarchy) (Kegan and Lahey 2001). 

Discourse and interaction within and in relation to the professional 
world therefore come to the fore, along with the various linguistic genres 
and registers that have been created and developed to express and suit 
the working world’s evolving needs (Drew and Heritage 1992; Nardi et 
al. 2004; Giltrow and Stein 2009). The previously mentioned expanded 
mobility of employees in time and space goes hand in hand with inno-
vation in communication technology and its consequent ability to allow 
people to communicate quickly and on demand at any time and place. To 
compensate for this “placelessness”, these means of communication tend 
to be characterized by language establishing “placeness” (Myers 2010, 9 
and 48): therefore, the location in which the text is written or to which 
it refers is specified due to legal requirements, in the case of remediated 
texts (like in PDF documents), or by the writer either explicitly (by indi-
cating it in his or her profile or openly mentioning where he or she is 
at the moment of writing) or implicitly by means of deictic expressions, 
or references to elements or situations that were, are or will be present 
at that place. As far as workplace communication genres are concerned, 
they may consist in the online remediation of traditional ‘paper’ genres, 
as in the case of PDF documents or PowerPoint presentations, which 
have replaced trasparents and posters, or in the use of 2.0 genres, such as 
blogs and podcasts, in and for the workplace. The term ‘interaction’ will 
be used here as a synonym of ‘interactivity’, consisting in “reciprocal com-
munication exchanges that involve some form of media, or information 
and communication technology” (Bucy 2004, 375; original italics). The 
changes in discourse and interaction that have been brought on by the blog 
genre are also reflected in the approach and position of those writing, as 
will be demonstrated further on. As a result, although the fields of work 
psychology and linguistics have never interacted directly in interdiscipli-
nary research, the following section of this pilot study will aim at arguing 
the current relevance of work psychology and its resulting online com-
munication. The subsequent application of discourse analysis to popular-
izing work psychology blog posts will then exemplify how this emerging 
form of workplace communication often draws upon an array of familiar 
interpersonal linguistic and discourse strategies that are typical of online 
communication in its endeavor to better understand and analyze today’s 
evolving work environment and lifestyle. 
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2. Background: online communication in the workplace

The role of communication – and in particular that of computer mediated 
communication and its texts – in the workplace has been greatly emphasized 
in the light of globalization, the dematerialization and mobilization of the 
workplace, and the development of new sectors, services and media around 
the world. This is due to the fact that it has added new issues such as rela-
tive anonymity, reduced importance of physical appearance, attenuation of 
physical distance and greater control over the time and pace of interaction 
(McKenna and Bargh 2000; Guadagno, Okdie, and Eno 2008, 1994). This 
expansion has contributed to an ongoing democratizing change in power of 
and over discourse concerning the workplace, as testified by the expansion of 
new and social media which have become an important tool for companies, 
employers and employees alike (Koester 2006 and 2010; Guadagno, Okdie, 
and Eno 2008; Baker et al. 2011; Polito 2011; Derk and Baaker 2013). On 
the one hand, the Internet and its means may be used to boost company 
value and legitimacy (Coovert and Thompson 2014) by promoting its activ-
ity through advertisements, strategic self-presentations and a variety of 
social media and their multimodal content. On the other hand, it could be 
perceived as a promising and empowering tool for employees and hitherto 
marginalized professional figures who can now voice their own needs and 
stories (Garzone and Catenaccio 2009). This voicing, and possible result-
ing dialogue, connects the work environment to socio-semiotic theories 
of communication, in which members of a cohesive community “are able 
to contribute to common purposes by dealing productively with constantly 
new cultural, semiotic and social problems by designing, representing 
and communicating their suggested solutions to them” (Kress 2010, 18). 
Moreover, they enable the negotiation and mediation between professionals 
with different roles and identities from the same or different fields and com-
panies, which in turn promotes relationship-building (Koester 2010). This 
opening and sharing of discourse within a perpetually connected worldwide 
community has raised questions about where a workplace’s and worktime’s 
boundaries lie and where a worker goes from being an employee to being 
an individual and how this impacts online communication between profes-
sionals and peers (Baker et al. 2011; Stopfer and Gosling 2013). 

Another important development that has impacted on the introduc-
tion of ubiquitousness (Mautner 2005) in online workplace communica-
tion is the phenomenon of the “domestication of technology” (Berker et 
al. 2005; Barton and Lee 2013, 2), which consists in the adoption of media 
technology in everyday life and in a domestic context, and has led to using 
online communication and its tools at home as well as at work (Bucy 2004; 
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Barton and Lee 2012). This is in line with the above mentioned dema-
terialization of the workplace and also explains the spreading discussions 
on the workplace and its related lifestyle issues in more personal genres 
of new and social media communication such as blogs. Blogs in fact have 
gradually become fundamental widely accessible points of reference and 
knowledge dissemination for developing fields and issues “by highlighting 
articles that may easily be passed over by the typical web user […], by 
searching out articles from lesser-known sources, and by providing addi-
tional facts, alternative views, and thoughtful commentary” (Blood 2000). 
They also provide potentially unlimited space for information, discussion 
and details that require personal time and space to be regularly updated 
(for more on the attributes of blogs, see Blood 2000; Bruns and Jacobs 
2007; Puschmann 2010). Accordingly, those interacting online about 
work often tread the fine line that recalls Goffman’s ([1959] 1990) divi-
sion between a person’s “front region”, which is focused on his/her role 
and impression in society, and his or her “back region” which is perceived 
as hidden or private and where one can be his/her self, as for instance 
in their home. A hybrid context such as that provided by blogs, for “[B]
logging concurrently makes it possible to be more social than ever […] and 
as intimate and personal as a diary hidden beneath one’s bed” (Tan 2008, 
147). They may therefore blend the two ‘regions’ and encourage an equally 
hybrid register on the part of experts and professionals when writing in 
their blogs. Bloggers present themselves as helpful and friendly people 
who put their knowledge and experience at other people’s disposal, thus 
providing necessary immaterial know-how and skills (Nardi et al. 2004). 
The resulting discourse is therefore more ‘conversational’ and relaxed, like 
the web 2.0 language in general, without shedding any doubt on the blog-
gers’ competence and professionalism.

Thanks to workplace psychology, blogs that specifically analyze the 
workplace and its improvement have many aims such as those of inform-
ing, instructing, introducing research and studies, gathering information 
and stories, promoting initiatives, events and communities (both online 
and offline) and encouraging others to change for the better. Therefore, 
this ongoing change in online discourse and discourse communities enacts 
important community and identity-related changes both on a personal 
and collective level (Sergeant and Tagg 2014): as regards the former, 
knowledge through blogs and other forms of workplace media becomes 
a means of increased self-awareness, individualism and empowerment, for 
the employee is now aware of problems, solutions, methods and places or 
people to turn to in cases of need (Kress 2010). Moreover, studies have 
proved that interactivity entails presumed benefits including “increased 
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acceptance, satisfaction, learning and mastery; enhanced thoughtfulness, 
cooperation and responsibility; and heightened performance, motivation, 
and sociability” (Bucy 2004, 374). If used correctly therefore, connections 
with blogs such as the ones analyzed here could prompt positive values such 
as self-discipline, motivation, autonomy, optimism and individual elabora-
tion of data and experience on the basis of active information-seeking. The 
latter level, i.e. the collective one, consists in the potential sense of group 
identity that could link a worker with an alternative online community 
in addition to, or in substitution of, his/her everyday offline workplace 
community. Blogs are a place where one reads of other situations to reflect 
on an immaterial but always present reservoir of security, information and 
empathy (Koester 2010).

3. Aims and method

The present preliminary study will focus on comparing two examples of 
a significant and adaptable online genre, i.e. work psychology blogs, from 
a discourse analysis perspective. First, special attention will be paid to the 
bloggers’ online self-identification and the description of the aims of their 
online activity, i.e. disseminating knowledge and providing resources to 
employees and employers in order to empower them within an online 
discourse community. Afterwards, the study will observe which linguistic 
and discursive means typical of conversational and online language are 
employed to engage and sustain users through the application of work-
place psychology. The diversity of the blog genre is in fact well suited to 
websites’ variety and bloggers’ linguistic/discursive style. Blog posts appeal 
to a specific issue or set of issues and aim to influence working subjects’ 
perception of their own value inside and outside of their professional 
environments through different kinds of texts (descriptive, narrative, 
argumentative), rhetorical devices and linguistic features. The studies, 
proposals and ideas that are introduced in the blog entries are especially 
important when considering their potential impact on job performance, 
interaction in the workplace and communication in today’s international 
and specialized job market and discourse community. For these reasons, 
the present preliminary study will attempt to address the following 
research questions:
• How do the blogger(s) approach and position themselves in relation to 

the issues and subjects related to the field of work psychology that they 
are introducing and discussing in their posts?
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• Which linguistic and functional means are used by the blogger(s) to 
address the blog’s target audience?

The first research question is answered in § 4, which introduces and 
describes the blogs under analysis and their position in relation to the field 
of workplace psychology, as well as in § 5, as it is essential for bloggers to 
create an initial connection with the reader and attempt to gain his/her 
trust and loyalty (Bucher 2005). The second and most specific research 
question is the focus of § 6, which concentrates on the posts themselves. 
After addressing these three important discursive fields, some observations 
on the implications and limits of the study are considered and some pre-
liminary concluding remarks on the relevance of work psychology and its 
discourse analysis are presented.

4. Data set

The data analysed in the present empirical study is drawn from the blogs 
of two websites that specifically deal with work psychology:
• Workplace Psychology: the Science of People at Work (WP): 1 blogger, 

7 posts (approximately 9,378 words, introductions included), all referred 
to employers (http://workplacepsychology.net/).

• Minds for Business: Psychology Science at Work (MB): 3 bloggers, 65 posts 
(approximately 27,973 words, introduction included), divided into:

 ° Posts referred to business and organization: 26 posts;
 ° Posts referred to employees and individuals: 39 posts;
 (http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/news/minds-business).

The texts were collected in the period between January 1st, 2015 and 
October 31st, 2015. As this is an introductory qualitative pilot study, the 
size of the present corpus has been circumscribed to two similar and easily 
comparable websites and their online content. The websites were chosen on 
account of their popularity and search position, the number and consistent 
updating of their posts and their variety of topics. In order to see whether 
there is any particular change in self-presentation and self-identification in 
comparing individual and group blogs, one blog – the former – has been 
chosen from those written by a single blogger while the latter is managed 
by a group of experts. Both websites and blogs are managed by experts 
in the field of work psychology and its fields of specialization, and both 
are examples of what Puschmann terms “employee blogs / blog hubs”, 
for they are “self-initiated and not started as part of a mandated company 
strategy” (Puschmann 2010, 100), although the Minds for Business: Psy-
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chology at Work blog also contains posts on business organization and 
management that could be compared to Puschmann’s category of “execu-
tive blogs” (2010, 99). Interestingly, both websites and blogs contain the 
word ‘science’ in their titles, recalling the academic/scientific sources that 
are referred to and the approach they are attempting to take. Recourse to 
the word ‘science’ gives the blogs, as well as its portrayal of workplace psy-
chology, a sense of importance and reliability that may not be attributed 
by expert and non-expert users who are more sceptical about psychology 
and the relevance of its application in the workplace. The present study 
carries out a qualitative linguistic and discursive analysis that will be illus-
trated in the following sections. It focuses on the bloggers’ posts and some 
of the introductory sections of their relative websites to better clarify the 
blogger(s)’ position and main area(s) of interest. 

4.1. Workplace Psychology: the Science of People at Work (WP)

This blog is run by an individual blogger, who presents himself with his 
name and title (Steve Nguyen, PhD) twice in two different tab sections, i.e. 
“About me” and “Steve Nguyen, PhD”, although in slightly different ways. 
Interestingly, in the former page, whose title would seem more informal 
and personal, he is introduced with less information and as a professional, 
while in the latter, which on the other hand would seem more professional 
since it presents his name and title, Steve Nguyen is described as an indi-
vidual, with narrations of his family and personal life story. Moreover, the 
latter includes emotionally charged expressions like “By the grace of God”, 
or complete sentences such as: “Dr. Nguyen’s refugee experience was an 
invaluable lesson in courage and determination, while his life in the United 
States afforded him hope, taught him gratitude, and instilled in him an 
entrepreneurial spirit”. Such communication is also expressed through his 
very clear presence in his writing by means of personal pronouns, opinions 
and indicators of stance. 

Dr. Nguyen’s blog is focused on employers and managers, except 
in the “About this site” section which addresses workers in general, 
and on three specific areas that concern both employers and employees 
(industrial-organizational psychology, occupational health psychology and 
organizational behaviour). By proposing the perspectives and interests of 
both employers and employee, the blog implicitly attempts to negotiate 
between these two sub-audiences. The blogger is a Leadership and Change 
Consultant, who therefore deals with employers and employees by inform-
ing both on what could be done to improve the work environment and 
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interprofessional relations for all involved subjects. Moreover, he intends 
to fill in the general gap of expert knowledge in an approachable way, thus 
becoming a point of contact and reference both through his own work 
(like in the “Academic Writings” section of the website) and through those 
of others (in the “Resources” section). As a result, there is a great amount 
of intertextuality and hypertextuality to encourage knowledge sharing and 
networking, as may be seen in the “Blogroll” section, the hyperlinks in 
articles and the references that are provided at the end of every post.

4.2. Minds for Business: Psychology Science at Work (MB)

The second blog is run by a small group of bloggers belonging to the 
Association for Psychological Science and therefore represents a popularis-
ing appendix of an official establishment. This different position and the 
fact that there is a team behind it allow it to have a much more complex 
structure, in comparison to the previous blog. In fact, it covers many 
activities related to work psychology (teaching, employment, students, 
conventions, publications) and presents varied media and genres (videos, 
press releases, publications, social networks, podcasts) which are provided 
for diverse categories of workers (employee network, members, students, 
teachers and other people who have made significant contributions). It also 
aims at creating an interactive and productive online community by offer-
ing the audience the possibility of becoming a member; this possibility 
further reinforces the idea of community and encourages interested users to 
continue reading and therefore become loyal, participating members. The 
variety of users and topics is also guaranteed by the blog’s balanced points 
of view, for it considers the perspectives of both employees and businesses 
and therefore serves the informative needs of different and apparently 
opposed groups, who may both learn from within their interests and about 
how other subjects approach issues that are important to them. 

Like the previous blog, the Minds for Business blog is also an informa-
tive outlet used for disseminating publications on the latest theories 
and ideas published both by the Association for Psychological Science 
and other academic sources. The posts themselves take on an academic 
structure by following the IMRaD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and 
Discussion) format as well as providing considerations on the implications 
and limitations of the studies or experiments at hand (which is what more 
practical users are interested in) and references at the end of each post. 
Incidentally, the bloggers facilitate non-academic readers by briefly but 
concisely explaining all of the technical terms for workers.
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5. Community objectives and bloggers’ self-positioning

As previously mentioned, the subject(s) behind the analysed blogs are 
different and therefore present themselves differently. This affects their 
degree of ‘approachability’ and influences the impression a user has of the 
blogger’s personality as an individual and a professional because, as Leon 
Tan points out, the blogger must make some investment and adjustment 
in order to find a suitable community to which he or she may contribute 
(Tan 2008, 151). Blogs have been considered an important tool for psy-
chologists and professionals in general to access and help their patients and 
other people who may need their advice and assistance, and to disseminate 
information and helpful resources. Moreover, because it provides an envi-
ronment that gives free space to the bloggers’ studies and expert opinions, 
the language of their posts may change based on their affiliation, or lack 
thereof, with other associations. This is evident in focusing on the blogs’ 
idiosyncratic introductions and self-presentations, which are very impor-
tant because they clearly establish the blogger(s)’ identity, intentions, tone 
and areas of research and interest. The WP blogger Steve Nguyen, for 
instance, presents his work as a focused source of information and discus-
sion on specific areas of workplace psychology, and then justifies such a 
selection based on his personal interest in the effect(s) of such studies on 
everyday work life:

The focus of this blog is on Industrial-Organizational (I-O) Psychology, 
Occupational Health Psychology (OHP), and Organizational Behavior (OB). 
I am fascinated 1 by the impact of work and workplaces on employees’ health 
and well-being and vice versa, how employees’ health and well-being affect 
their jobs. (http://workplacepsychology.net/about/)

The blogger’s insertion of a first-person reference underlines his personal 
and professional contribution to the field through his activity, as well as 
the more person-oriented approach that he intends to adopt throughout 
the blog. The connotative use of the word ‘fascinated’, rather than a more 
neutral one like ‘interested’, also implies his personal involvement and 
investment in his work, and therefore hints at the extra care that he will 
take in performing his job as a work psychologist and a blogger.

The Minds for Business blog, on the other hand, presents a more imper-
sonal approach to the field and therefore already emphasizes the amount 
and variety of information that will be provided:

 1 In all examples, emphasis is added by the author unless otherwise indicated.
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The indispensable research blog on the science of the modern workplace, cover-
ing everything from leadership and management to the behavioral, social, 
and cognitive dynamics behind performance and achievement. (http://www.
psychologicalscience.org/index.php/news/minds-business)

The term ‘research blog’ demonstrates that its goals are mostly projected 
towards future developments in the field, thanks to the consideration and 
analysis of current ‘research’. The latter is not restricted as in the previous 
quotation, but rather refers to itself as a rich and comprehensive source of 
information and ideas by using the expression “covering everything from 
[…] to”. Moreover, its intent is to be ‘indispensable’ and therefore a funda-
mental point of reference and connection to a group that is connected with 
the prestigious association that supports the blog that can satisfy needs 
that are linked to all of the mentioned issues. The language is inclusive and 
the bloggers refer to themselves as a team of professionals.

6. Linguistic and functional features 

As previously mentioned, the language of blogs has gradually taken on a 
popularizing and personable tone when attempting to connect and inter-
act with the discourse community that turns to them. The members of 
the discourse community usually do not know each other and may not 
interact directly but only with the blogger(s) when and where possible. 
Blogs are “one of the newest forms of online self-presentation and self-
expression” (Guadagno, Okdie, and Eno 2008, 1994) and are therefore 
a sort of bulletin board which addresses one type of audience but actu-
ally aims at a much larger one composed of ‘overhearers’ and maybe even 
‘eavesdroppers’ (Bell 1984). For this reason, the discursive strategies relied 
on here recall those used in everyday written and spoken interaction in 
order to attract, involve and convince readers and listeners not only on a 
professional but also on a personal level. This occurs because the cultiva-
tion of one’s online voice through consistent and frequent posting on a 
blog “enables a reader to identify the characteristic x across a blogger’s 
multiple posts over time” (Tan 2008, 151). It is even more obvious when 
considering that the level of informality of the blog’s register does not 
match the one that is usually expected from a professional who is inform-
ing his/her selected audience on ongoing research trends in his/her field. 
Such a trend is becoming common in professional online blogging and 
online therapy and advice (Chamberlain and Hodgetts 2008; Tan 2008). 
The resulting popularizing language and discourses have become a way to 
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instruct an increasingly demanding public that wants to understand and 
learn very specific information and procedures in a clear and approachable 
manner. 

The blog posts will now be analysed more in depth from a qualita-
tive perspective. Although blogs actually target and address a large and 
unknown audience, they do so by using the same tools that are gener-
ally employed to gain a specific individual’s understanding, believing, 
attentiveness and trust (Bucher 2005). The most striking linguistic and 
discursive features will be listed and expounded on through significant 
samples. The focus will be on features that are typical both of popu-
larizing literature, which is fundamental in disseminating knowledge of 
interest for diverse categories of employers and employees, and aim to 
give credibility to the innovative means through which such informa-
tion is conveyed, i.e. blogs. The analysis will be carried out on a textual, 
discursive level and will focus on the signals that members of an online 
discourse community could most easily – and unconsciously – detect and 
relate with. Such signals will be analysed one at a time, with an explana-
tion and related examples.

• Devices used to engage with the audience (Myers 2010): these are very 
common in conversational and popularizing literature and may take 
on different forms (direct addresses, pronouns, conversational interac-
tion, implicature, shared expectation and knowledge). They have the 
manifold purposes of challenging preconceptions, proposing new ideas 
and situations and gaining the initial approval of readers and listeners 
by giving general statements they can relate to. This is accomplished 
through the use of inclusive pronouns and expressions that referred to 
ordinary people (such as ‘anyone’ or reference to categories like in the 
first two examples) as well as ‘we/us’, e.g.:

Anyone who’s ever worked on their own project and see [sic] it through (from 
defining the initial problem to the project launch) will tell you the euphoria 
and sense of accomplishment (and relief ) they feel. (WP)
When it comes to winning the office personality contest, extraverts seem to 
have the advantage. (MB)

We all need some advice sometimes. (MB)

• Time deixis: although blogs may be constantly updated, online writing 
may intentionally or unintentionally leave a linguistic print on its tempo-
ral position that remains in the blog post even with the passing of time 
(Myers 2010). If too subtle, though, it sometimes makes the sense of 
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newness and reliability of articles and information vague. In place of or 
in addition to the date (and sometimes time) indicated in the post, this 
function may also be fulfilled by indications of a year (of studies and/or 
publications) or of a more or less defined past (as in the case of personal 
stories). Moreover, references to the past in contrast with the present 
indicate improvement or development:

After pivoting from the mental health field […], I was naïve enough to think 
that I would no longer need to tap into my counseling skills. Today, more 
than a decade after leaving my counseling life behind and much to my surprise 
and delight, I continue to find … (WP)

In one experiment several years ago … […] More recently … (MB)

• Interpersonal and conative language, conversational particles: the blogs 
often use engaging language that directly addresses the readers in a way 
that allows the blogger to write more informally, as if he or she were 
speaking or writing to a friend in a familiar manner. This allows the 
writer to present him or herself as an approachable helper with useful 
advice, and fits with the public’s desire to learn important and compli-
cated information in a simple and understandable manner. This is often 
accomplished through the use of inclusive ‘we/us’ as well as invitations, 
vocations and imperatives:

Let me share one example. (WP)

Brief ‘takeaway’ section at the end of each post. (WP)

The next time you run into a helpful colleague at work, you may want to 
thank them for being a friend. (MB)

• References to ongoing reader-blogger relationship and indication on 
presence: another way of creating a sense of continuity and loyalty in the 
blogger-reader relationship is the use of phatic expressions like those 
utilized at the beginning of some of Dr. Nguyen’s posts. They are very 
common in individual-directed blogs (Myers 2010) and have an everyday 
social, rather than informative, function. This is possible and common 
when the blogger wants to be considered as a person and not only as a 
simple poster, and it also has the function of reconnecting old and new 
readers to previous posts (also through hyperlinks), thus proving his or 
her ongoing reliability or emphasizing the development that the concept 
or study in question has recently undergone:

I shared before about how I love Half-Price Books. (WP)
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Previously, I had written about Lominger’s (now a part of Korn/Ferry) book. 
(WP)

• Stance modal verbs, idioms, evaluative adjectives: in order to write as an 
individual, the sole blogger of the Work Psychology blog would also add 
his personal impressions, using what Myers terms “stance modal verbs” 
(2010) which indicate the writer’s opinion and state of mind. This per-
sonal and informal style of communicating proves that the blogger does 
not simply want to relay information, but also provide personal impres-
sions, evaluations and input, as one does in everyday interaction. This is 
confirmed by the fact that the Minds for Business blog, being written by 
more than one blogger and presenting itself as an entirely objective and 
factual source, does not make use of these devices:

It is incredible to me how quick business people are to talk before hearing what 
the other person has to say. (WP)

There are certain words/phrases that irk me to no end – thought leader or 
thought leadership is one of them. (WP)

• Concessive constructs as antitheses of expectations: very often, when 
presenting new approaches or perspectives on commonly followed praxes 
or thought patterns, concessive constructs introduced by discourse 
markers like ‘however’, ‘but’ and ‘yet’ are used. This is the case in both 
blogs and it accomplishes Stöckl’s ‘yield’ strategy (1997) to gain the user’s 
consensus by seemingly considering opposing views and then providing 
a counterargument: 

We have these grand illusions about working in our pajamas and wearing 
house slippers while we work. The reality, however, is that it requires a great 
deal of structure, time management and commitment […] it actually requires 
you to work more, not less. (WP)

Employers might assume that a job candidate’s financial history provides a 
real-world measure of their trustworthiness and reliability. However, new 
research contends that […]. (MB)

• Rhetorical questions: these are also used to attract attention, for “how-
ever uninterested one might be, it is hard not to project oneself in the 
role of responding” (Myers 2010, 82). However, they are commonly used 
when referring to an audience (i.e. in advertisements and speeches) and 
therefore may be efficient while remaining more impersonal compared 
to more individual-oriented techniques like conative language, phatic 
communication or stance expressions. For this reason they are often used 
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in the group-administered and more ‘official’ Minds in Business blog. 
They may also be structured as a general question as in the first example 
below, or even as if the writer were putting him/herself in positions the 
reader could hypothetically be, or has been in, as in the second case:

But does bringing together the most talented individuals actually guarantee 
the best possible team performance? (MB)

Should I sign that contract? Should I fire that lazy employee? (MB)

• Second stories (Page 2012): in order to better relate the point of certain 
ideas, changes, situations or positions, the Workplace Psychology blog 
sometimes uses personal and success stories, which are easy to relate to 
and easy for the public to understand. It is often found in blogs, whose 
macrostructure (the chronological sequence of posts, Puschmann 2010, 
52) is often narrative, in that it “blends, mixes and switches between nar-
rative and non-narrative modes, but in which a total absence of narration 
is rare” (ibidem). Moreover, this allows the audience to better know the 
blogger and accept his perspective based on the fact that the assertion at 
hand has been tried out on the field. Since they are personal stories they 
are therefore entirely related in the first person:

In a previous life and time, I worked as a mental health counselor. I was 
trained in the art of listening and would periodically have my listening skills 
evaluated by professors, supervisors, and even peers (on videos and in live 
sessions). (WP)

7. Implications and limitations of the study

The study contributes by focusing on an expanding subfield of psychology, 
i.e. work psychology, and suggesting how such an expansion may assist 
not only academics and professionals, but also a wide variety of other 
involved subjects (such as employers and employees) through its intro-
duction to and application of new and social media. It also confirms the 
theory that psychological advice (not in substitution of therapy) may be 
provided online with great benefits both for professionals, who may help 
more people from a distance, and for those in search of advice, inspiration 
or other situations that resemble their own.

Although it is a preliminary qualitative study, it sought to glean some 
of the most prominent linguistic and discursive characterizing features of 
the websites studied and found that they linked the expert’s professional 
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knowledge with the engaging language of blogs. It also singled out dif-
ferences within the genre of professional blogs related to the same field 
by comparing an individualistic blog and its blogger’s position, as in the 
Work Psychology blog, with a more institutionalised and complex structure 
as the Minds in Business one. Such differences regarded not only the self-
positioning of the blogger(s) (or lack thereof ), but also their choices of 
linguistic and discursive strategies, thus confirming that language is the 
reflection of online writers’ identities (Garzone and Catenaccio 2009).

There were, however, limitations to the pilot study that could be the 
starting point for future inquiry, such as the need to compare more blogs 
and more extensive datasets, perhaps even contrasting ones that cater to the 
needs of different subjects (employees, employers, workers’ unions, inter-
cultural and international subjects) to verify discursive changes in stance, 
argument and knowledge dissemination. A further step could be to com-
pare blogs that focus on the organization of one country or area (e.g. USA, 
the United Kingdom) and internationally-reaching ones, to see if and to 
which extent cultural differences in work practices and workplace culture 
may influence the linguistic and discursive strategies that are employed in 
online discourse communities regarding workplace communication. 

8. Concluding remarks

By carrying out a qualitative analysis from a linguistic-discursive perspec-
tive, this preliminary study has attempted to introduce and demonstrate 
the potential and growing importance that workplace blogs may cover in 
the field of online workplace communication. This was done by consider-
ing two institutionally different but similarly popular and productive blogs 
that specifically dealt with work psychology and the issues and studies that 
would be of most interest to today’s increasingly mobile and socially online 
workplace communication context, albeit from different positions (as a 
single expert or part of a recognized professional association). In the posts 
of these often updated and popular blogs, the study singled out some of 
the most distinctive and ‘popular’ linguistic and discursive means through 
which they contribute to creating and fostering an informed and empow-
ered online discourse community. It has been proven that the new power 
of an online audience concerns their enhanced level of information seeking 
and distributing (Bucher 2005; Chamberlain and Hodgetts 2008). The 
blogs in fact not only inform but also contain a shared repertoire of diverse 
informative multimedia material (references, essays, slides, manuals, videos, 
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PDF exercises) and necessary networking connections. Such connections 
may be created and referred to later on through some of the discursive 
devices mentioned above. It is also possible to create a different degree of 
distance and personal presence, as was proven by the varied online identi-
ties that were established by the blogger(s) of the two blogs. These blogs 
could also contribute to necessary and useful changes in the workplace by 
providing updated advice and information for managers and organizers on 
approaches and trends that have not been an object of extensive academic 
inquiry or management practice, as underlined by the frequent use of lin-
guistic devices that highlighted changes in time and ongoing development 
of emerging workplace theories and practices in both blogs. Moreover, in 
order to help and convince the readers to read and follow their advice, the 
bloggers addressed the emerging needs of employers and employees both 
as workers and individuals in, around and outside of today’s workplace also 
through emerging issues that mediate both categories by considering the 
challenges introduced by the current economy and job market that could 
unite, and not only divide, their interest and future work activities and 
practices.
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